
OVERVIEW

With the mandate for government agencies to harness the bene ts of cloud computing 
brought about by the recently published Cloud First Policy, many government CIOs and 
IT staff are taking steps to migrate their IT portfolios  to take advantage of the many 
bene ts of cloud computing.

According to U.S. Chief Information Of cer, �“Cloud computing offers the government 
an opportunity to be more ef cient, agile, and innovative through more effective use 
of IT investments, and by applying innovations developed in the private sector.  If an 
agency wants to launch a new innovative program, it can quickly do so by leveraging 
cloud infrastructure without having to acquire signi cant hardware, lowering both time 
and cost barriers to deployment.�” 

Whether local, city, state or federal agency, Angel�’s cloud-based IVR and Contact 
Center solutions are designed to provide fast deployment on a SaaS model that is 
 exible, scalable, and enables you to meet your myriad communication needs �– from 
emergency noti cations, to travel advisories, to voter registration services and more �– 
at a moment�’s notice.

ALLOW CITIZENS TO SELF-SERVE INTELLIGENTLY

Angel�’s Caller FirstSM design employs a system of best practices to ensure a useful, 
timely experience for the caller. For outbound calling, the Angel application allows 
governments interact with the public in a more practical manner and engage with 
citizens according to their preference �– via voice, text, email, or even social media.

CLOUD-BASED SOLUTIONS FOR 
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Next Generation IVR and Contact Center Solutions in the Cloud

KEY FEATURES 
OF CLOUD-BASED 
IVR AND CONTACT 
CENTERS:

�• No upfront hardware or 
software costs

�• Usage-based (per-minute) 
pricing structure

�• Fast deployment = instant ROI

�• No maintenance fees

�• Automatic upgrades

�• Instantly scalable capacity

�• No Cap-Ex required

�• Low Op-Ex

�• No maintenance fees

�• No head count required to 
manage the IVR

�• Use a simple GUI to create   
the VUI

�• Demonstrable ROI

Cloud computing has the potential to play a major part in addressing these inef ciencies and improving 
government service delivery. The cloud computing model can signi cantly help agencies grappling with the 
need to provide highly reliable, innovative services quickly despite resource constraints.

- Former U.S. Chief Information Of cer, Vivek Kundra

�“ �”



GOVERNMENT SERVICES SOLUTIONS

A wide variety of services can be automated and created on-the- y to reap the bene ts of a next-generation voice solutions �– 
without the costs of software, hardware, licenses, maintenance and staf ng for a lower total cost of ownership and signi cantly 
improved service.

Emergency Noti cation

Visa Information

Travel Advisory

Tax Filing Information / 
Assistance

Automated Tax 
Return Filing

Election Campaigns

Surveys

Government 
Services Hotline

Postal Services

Traf c / Road 
Condition Report

In the event of large scale emergencies such as  res,  oods, blackouts, earthquakes, hurricanes, 
toxic spills, and prison escapes, emergency noti cation applications dial out from stored 
databases and play a stored or ad hoc announcement to warn emergency organizations needing 
to respond to or advise citizens that could be affected. As part of an emergency evacuation plan, 
for example, a bulk out-dialing application can notify entire  oors of of ce buildings in a manner 
that quickly empties the building without causing unnecessary confusion. 

Embassies provide recorded information on visa requirements in selected languages. Callers 
are advised of the documents required, and the phone numbers and addresses to contact. This 
addresses caller needs quickly and cuts down on live agent costs.

Those wishing to travel out of the country call a special telephone number and are asked to pick 
the country they will be visiting. They can get information about matters that might affect travel 
including weather, natural disasters, local travel conditions and other advisories. The system can 
provide this information in a variety of languages, in a completely automated fashion. 

City, state and federal tax agencies/authorities provide people with free tax assistance by 
telephone, using a computer telephony system. Callers choose from a menu of topics and 
subtopics that explain the relevant tax laws and how to correctly complete tax forms. (Private 
 rms can also provide personal tax assistance for a fee by directing callers to agents who assist 
them over the phone.) 

Those  ling uncomplicated State or Federal income tax returns dial in and input their information 
from their W-2 forms. The system then calculates the amount of tax or refund due, prepares the 
bill or refund, and mails it to the taxpayer upon receipt of written veri cation.  

Election campaigns can use an automated out-dialing poll to identify which geographic regions 
or demographic groups are already committed to their candidates. Through an IVR, those people 
called are asked if they have already picked their candidate. They are given a choice of issues in 
which they are asked to rank them on a numeric scale of importance via voice.  

Local governments can use the phone to get needed input from citizens on important issues. A 
special call-in number can be used to solicit citizen response or opinions. The system prompts 
callers for their address or phone number in order to provide them with the results of the survey 
or any follow�–up information on the issue. A computer then compiles the results of the survey.

Local, state and federal governments provide recorded information on available services in any 
number of languages. These can include health advisories and audiotext directories and even 
live crisis lines, depending upon what is available.
 
In many cities, the local post of ce number allows callers to select from a menu of choices 
describing postal services, regulations, and zip code information. Some systems allow them to 
purchase stamps and pay by credit card. 

Traf c reports are now available at any time with a computer telephony system which allows 
callers to dial in and specify which roads they are requesting information for and can give them a 
report on existing road conditions.  



Voter Registration

Jury Duty Scheduling

Military Equipment 
Repair

Military: 
Mobilization Orders

Callers wishing to register to vote dial in and are prompted to enter information such as name, 
address, citizenship, etc. A database search is generated to verify the information and the caller 
is automatically mailed a voter registration card. Callers that fail to enter information accurately 
would be  agged for referral to investigators. Registered voters can use the system also to  nd 
out where and when to vote. 

Those called to jury duty respond to a summons by calling an automated registration system. 
They enter their dates of service and are told where and when to appear. Postponements are 
noted and  agged when the maximum number of jurors is reached. The system will generate 
summonses automatically from a database of available candidates and also keeps track of the 
number of jurors needed on a daily basis. 

Military mechanics must be able to  x a wide variety of vehicles and equipment on the spot; and 
must have available the technical information and access to the supplier of the parts they need. 
An automated computer telephony system equipped with voice response capability accepts part 
numbers and provides information on availability. An updated database of repair manuals can 
be ready through a fax server. Once the caller identi es the required product and procedure, the 
needed pages of the manual are faxed to the mechanic. 

Often when a military plan is implemented, forces must be noti ed quickly to get them mobilized. 
This means that military personnel must be contacted and given their orders in a short period 
of time. A computer telephony system can be programmed to help place and receive calls. 
Personnel who are aware of the mobilization order call in, enter their authorization codes, and 
receive their orders and report date. The system generates calls automatically and plays a 
recording. The system keeps dialing until the intended party is  nally contacted.

CORRECTION FACILITIES SOLUTIONS

Parole Reporting

Collect Call Service

Visitation Scheduling

A parole reporting system is programmed to receive calls from parolees or to call them regularly 
at a given location. They are prompted to answer a series of questions that indicate adherence 
to parole guidelines. With more sophisticated systems, automatic number identi cation (ANI) 
information can be used to verify the location of the calling party while voice veri cation can 
identify the caller. 

In order to avoid the problems associated with the use of telephones by prison inmates, an 
automated tracking, billing and collection system enables calls to be placed safely. An inmate 
wishing to place a collect call is prompted to record his/her voice before dialing the number. 
Before the call is connected, the called party hears the recorded voice and a recording asking 
them whether they wish to receive a collect call. They respond by speaking �“yes�” or �“no�”. Callers 
are identi ed by an account number or by their voice and each call is charged to their account. 
An automated billing system keeps an ongoing record of the charges.  

Inmate visitation scheduling can be automated using a computer telephony system. Families, 
relatives, or friends who wish to visit inmates call at any time and select an available day and 
time to visit. This information is processed and a visitation schedule is printed.
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GAIN INVALUABLE INSIGHT WITH CALLER 
FIRST ANALYTICS

At the core of all business decisions is the need to analyze and understand data. 
Angel Caller First Analytics, backed by MicroStrategy Business Intelligence software, 
provides powerful business-centric analysis of call data with increased insight into 
the performance of your voice applications so that you can make the best decisions 
possible, based on data.  No other solution can give you embedded, drill-down BI 
analytics reporting for your IVR system, which allows you greater insight into the 
performance of your voice application.  Couple this with the on-demand Angel platform 
that allows immediate changes and your application keeps up with your business 
mandates constantly.

Flexibility and Speed:
Something You�’ve Never Seen in a Voice Application

ANGEL CLOUD-BASED 
IVR IS CURRENTLY  
IN PLACE AT: 

�• Department of State

�• Health and Human Services

�• NC State

�• US Marines

�• US Army 

�• National Institutes of Health

PART OF THE ANGEL SOLUTIONS SUITE

Angel is a leading provider of on-demand contact center voice automation solutions. The Angel solution delivers value to 
organizations of all sizes to more productively and ef ciently address business problems through the power of voice technology.

As a fully hosted solution, no investment in hardware, software, or human resources is required, delivering immediate ROI and 
easing and simplifying deployment of voice applications that meet unique business needs. Angel is the only provider to offer 
a web-based toolkit, Site Builder, that facilitates voice menu design through a simple Internet connection and our innovative 
technology enables complete integration with databases or CRM tools, enhanced scalability and  exible applications. For more 
information, visit http://www.angel.com.

Setup Timeframe

5 Mins

15 Mins 

2 Hours

4 Hours

18 Hours

24 Hours

24 Hours

24 Hours

36 Hours

48 hours 

3 months

Application

Inbound Toll-Free # w/ Public Announcement

Set up TF # w/ Emergency Response Line (planned)

Call 50,000 People with custom message 

Survey 100,000 on �‘Hot Issue�’ (1-2 questions)

Set up Emergency Response Line (unplanned)

Create Toll-Free # with automated donation line

Setup Virtual Call Center with Experts On-Call

Survey 50,000 Employees at various Departments

Create Basic IVR system for FAQs / Routing

Create Virtual Help Desk for Major IT Projects

Create High-quality Voice Portals For Governmental Initiatives  


